NPHS Meeting
Agenda
April 26, 2021

Attendance:
Avida Michaud
Alicia Erickson
Frances Blair
Emily Nelson
Emily Pierce
Jane Farrington
Milica Golubovic
Kristen Malerba-Smith
Chris Sullivan

Agenda
Committee Updates:

- Events - Alice’s table scheduled for Wednesday, 27 people registered.
Following that we have the Book talk and we have some books ordered. We
are starting the promotion for the event.

- Infrastructure
●

Playground wood chip removal? - no major updates. Chris met with
principal Verano to review things that need to be moved along. Ms.
Verano was supposed to send an email, and ask for the work to be
scheduled with BPS, but no updates yet.

●
●
●
●
●

Flooding parking - BPS is aware, but they won’t fix that because the
contractor needs to be approved by the City.
The roof is leaking again, that should be fixed.
Field - are the signs working? - We need to hang the signs, people
are still jumping into the field when the gate is locked.
BPS is offering tents to be used outside. But no updates from the
school yet.
Ms. Verano would like to use the stimulus money for the Auditorium.

Boy Scouts working on planning a day when the green surfaces can be updated.

- Arts
- STEM

Tropi
●

●

New location for 2022? - looking into new buildings in the
neighbourhood; South End Community Center; AC Hotel;
https://www.sowapowerstation.com/events; Cyclorama;
We’ll discuss in more detail during the next meeting.

Other/New Items
●
●

●
●

Teacher Appreciation. Lunch for teachers. Any other ideas? - we will
cover the lunch for them for teacher appreciation week.
Plexiglass shields - School is looking for more than 150 more for the
classrooms and for the lunch room to divide the lunch tables (30-50).
Frances will follow up with Ms. Verano and discuss the possibility of
funding air purifiers, as a more sustainable and more useful
investment.
Donation for Justin Binet - we will donate to the GoFundMe page
($100 is what we donated before for similar event).
Auditorium: we have plans, but they are our, not BPS plans. There are
a few other bids (for lighting, acoustics, etc.).

●

Making projectors more usable - the teachers are plugging into the
projector, but they are breaking and the teachers need help and
support to make sure that the teachers continue to use them.

DropBox transfer project
Next meeting:
May 24, 2021 at 7:30. Location TBD.

